EUROS Researcher Meeting Program

TU Delft

3 October 2017

The Program
09:00–09:15
09:15–10:00
10:00–10:40
10:45–11:25
11:30–12:15
12:20–13:00
13:05–13:25
13:30–15:10

15:15–15:55
16:00–16:55
16:55–17:00

Arrival
Visit of Stevin Laboratories (guided by Peter M. & Co)
User discussion
Researcher discussion
Visit of LR Wind Tunnel facilities (guided by Paul van Gent; presentation by
Nando Timmer)
Lunch
Supervision/Management discussion
Meetings with Simon
Supervision/Management discussion (cont’d)
Make the website shine!
Make the website shine!
Everybody ***es Sharepoint
Visit of Deltares facility (guided by Tim R. & Co)
Closing

Food, Drinks, and Visits

Food & Drinks
Coffee & Tea Will appear around 10:15 and 14:30; we’ll mix the break into our sessions
Lunch After the visit to the Wind Tunnels; at least 1/3 of the food is vegetarian

Visits

▸

▸

Aims: socializing & learning about experimental work relevant for Offshore
Wind Energy
Transport by bike

Discussion sessions
1. Users (A+G+PM, L+RD+D, E+RB)
2. Researchers (A+RD+RB, G+L, E+PM+D)
3. Supervision & Project Management
(A+D+PK, L+RB+PM, E+G+RD)
Structure

▸
▸
▸

▸

▸

5 minute preparation
Round-table: what are your experiences with *, both good and bad?
Some question & discussion prompted by the shared experiences, to clearly
identify issues
Split up into groups to clearly describe the issues and formulate improvement
approaches
Groups report back to the whole team of researchers

Goal Put concrete ideas for improvement of interaction and functioning on paper; make
action items out of those: we give ourselves concrete responsibilities to improve
EUROS.

Meeting with Simon
Structure

▸

Per person
▸

▸

▸

5 minutes to tell him what you work on, what you have done and still plan to
do, and perhaps also some background
5 minutes for (follow-up) questions and general discussion

We’ll go in somewhat arbitrary thematic groups, in the following order:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Anne, René (math techniques)
Dominik, George (smart approaches)
Laurent, Erik (uncertainty propagation)
Peter M., Richard (physical modeling)
Peter K., Tim (wind & current)

Goal To get Simon acquainted with you and your research within EUROS

Website & Sharepoint
Website The texts of the website are almost all there now, but they can be improved. A
few are missing.
▸ T uploads his text
▸ D+PM+RD craft a text for the Project 2 page (let Andrei approve it later)
▸ The others (in groups of two?) go over all texts and propose concrete
improvements, which the page owners immediately implement
▸ E(+PK?) do ‘live’ updates
Erik also mentions idea about how publications will be added; discussion ensues;
Erik avoids this by moving to the next session!
Sharepoint The Sharepoint can be more useful if everybody fills in their ‘Who’s who’ (contact
info), adds texts, publications, and presentations
▸ People who haven’t done so already fill create their profile, assisted by others
as needed
▸ People add their A4’s presentations, publications,. . .
▸ People add complete BibTeX files for each of their publications, including
doi/url

Closing

Tired, but satisfied from a full day of interaction and work, we say goodbye & till next week!

